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Beyond the murmuring of a bed in passion, 
Beyond the predictions of sophistry, 
Beyond all limiting spheres, 
We gain at each turn what is here. 
Beyond the beyond, an unchartered step; 
The pivot point, the tangible cradle 
From which to proceed 
Forward or backward. 

And then to where after all? 
After all the giving up and taking in, 
After all the sweating, 
After the crying and kicking -
Is it to land in a certain point, 
A springboard beyond the first, 
Yet another cradle? 

Before the swan-song and after the lullabye, 
(Somewhere in between) lurks the lucid point: 
The peak moment which comes after 
dulled afternoons of foetid surrmer days 
And brittle winter evenings. 

Interminable days one on top of the other, 
After which we only decide to say one thing 
Or another: 
To say yes or no, 
From one cradle to the next, 
To live, to die. 

Vo4othy V~e.,tz ' 78 
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A SHORT VISIT 

Edward and Dorothy Zirm1erman arrived at 3 p.m. 
on a Wednesday and would have stayed until Sunday 
had not Dottie's heart been acting up. 

They settled nicely into the guest room of the 
adequate five-room, bottom floor apartment. Walter 
ZilTITierman, the balding owner of the apartment, 
would have given the world to his big brother and 
his wife of twenty-eight years, but Eddie wouldn't 
have it. Instead he took his hospitality and hot 
baths in the evening. And Walt took Eddie's end
less jokes to the point of hysteria. They were 
German brothers. 

From Margaret, Walt's Irish wife, Eddie took 
spagetti and sausage, beef stew, and pork roast. 
He marveled at her talent. 

11 Why 1 d you marry a bum like Walt, Irisher?" 
he'd wheeze through his cigar but at the supper 
table, adjusting his three hundred pounds of fat to 
the dwarfed kitchen chair. 

"No one else would have me, 11 she laughed, 
clearing away the dishes. Eddie reminded Peg of an 
extremely good harvest. 

In the evenings before their baths, the four 
semi-centurions wandered into the living room dis
cussing politics of which the wives knew more than 
the brother's cared to admit. But with Eddie 
present, there was no argument. When it became 
clear that Dottie, in her quiet anger and Peg, with 
her unreasonable Irish temperment were getting an
noyed, he'd crack a joke about the state of the 
union that set them both crying from laughter. He, 
too, would indulge in an occassional chuckle that 
set his enormous belly bouncing. 

Then the kids would burst through the door, 
wild-eyed and grubby from play. Judy and Susie 



were Walt's grandchildren by his eldest daughter and, 
when she fell ill from tuberculosis, Peg and Walt 
were parents again. 

Judy was brown headed, three and one-half and 
c?uld do little more than troop after her big 
sister. Susie, blonde and a year older than Jud~, 
was nicknamed Pokey because she was slow at getting 
t~ings done. The fact was she spent most of her 
time daydreami ng. 

. ~nee washed and changed into their flowered 
nighties, the girls scrambled onto Eddie's abundant 
lap and listened to his anecdotes until they dozed 
off in his arms . He seemed to know how to tickle 
them all from the inside. 

Each night passed in this way . The six enjoyed 
each o!her while they could, generating warmth into 
the crisp November nights . 

. On the fourth morning of their stay, Dottie lay 
in bed feeling slightly under the weather. Eddie 
sh~ffled into the oversized kitchen in his bedroom 
slippers. Walt sat at the table reading the morning 
news while Peg stood at the sink up to her elbows in 
suds .. Pokey sat on a telephone book on top of the 
warm.kitchen radiator, staring out a window and 
~asking in a stream of sunlight . The wind was play
}ng havoc with the autumn leaves . They descended 
f~om_the raw branches and were pushed aside in one 
h owin~ mass like so much ocean spray. Pokey w~s 
YPnotized. Judy sat backward in a kitchen chair 

watching Pokey watch the leaves . 

P .. Eddie waddled over to Pokey and tugged at her 
ixie short blond curls. 

be "Eh,.kid, 11 he mouthed, yesterday's cigar still 
tween his teeth, "Whatcha wanna be when ja grow 

up? I'll betcha wanna be a carpenter like ja Gramps 
over there, ha?" She turned to him and glowed . 
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"I want to be a horsie!" she stated as plain as 
the cigar in his mouth. He blinked once and retired 
to the kitchen table. 

"Don't mind her, Ed . She's a dreamer. 11 Peg 
sighed disappointed, knowing full well dreams don't 
come true . She picked up the phone to call her 
seventy-four-year old 11 ma 11 who lived next door. 
While they talked the brothers drifted out into the 
sunshine on the decaying wooden front porch and 
talked into noon. 

As the morning disappeared, Pokey became bored 
with the leaves and resigned herself to television 
in the living room with Judy trotting after her. 
Peg's arm grew weary from holding the receiver so 
she "let her mother go" and started making tuna fish 
sandwiches for lunch. 

Pokey sat Indian-style not more than two feet 
away from the crate-like RCA on the oak floor with 
Judy at her right hand sitting in the same fashion. 
As Peg came in from the kitchen baring a plate piled 
high with tuna fish on bread, the TV came to life. 

"Oh no !" she cried defiantly setting the pl ate 
on the coffee table . "There' 11 be no TV today! 
Your aunt Dottie is sick . You can eat your tuna 
in the kitchen . You watch al together too much 
television!" 

Pokey turned an~ shrugged to Judy who shrugged 
in return and they slowly got up and picked up a 
sandwich. 

"Tuna!" Pokey whimpered turning to her grand
mother to register the complaint. But Peg was 
deaf, standing stiffly almost reverently in front 
of the TV . Pokey recognized the symbol of a special 
report on the black and white screen . In a moment, 
Walter Chronkite appeared . 

8 11 President John Fitzgerald Kennedy has been 



assassinated in Dallas, Texas. The President is 
dead." His voice was breaking . 

. "Walt!" Peg stumbled out into the sunsh~ne 
leaving Judy and Pokey to pick at the tuna fish. 
"Walt! The President's dead!" Within a minute she 
returned with Walt and Ed to stare at the screen, to 
make sure she wasn't mistaken. When they were sure, 
Eddie rose to wake Dottie. 

"She'll want to know," he said wearily. 

Peg 1 eft teary-eyed to share her sorrow with her 
mother. They were Irish and proud of the Kennedy 's 
accomplishments. This was their private catastrophe. 
And when Peg caught sight of her mother on the side
walk coming toward her she ran and they embraced, 
suffering together on the lawn between their homes. 

t Dottie had taken the news badly. It seemed 
0 affect her physical as well as mental being. 

Secretly, she took the news as a bad omen. 

h By morning they were packed and ready to go 
.ome. Few words passed between the oldest friends 
~n the world. There seemed to be nothing to say. 

he brothers shook hands, the wives kissed good-bye. 

C .As Eddie squeezed himself into the Lincoln 
t~~tin~ntal, Pokey ran from the porch with some

ing important to say. 

"D I Pr . on t worry, Uncle Eddie! I'll be the 
an~si~ent if you want me to. 11 He chuckled a bit 

kissed her wrinkled forehead. 

"G oodbye, darlin' , 11 he whispered and the car crept away. 

and Their visit was over the President was dead 
the winter soon set i~. 

Sa.ndlta. Ric.h;te.Jt 1 81 9 
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AUGUST 

Cicadas ceaselessly orchestrate, 
Mosquitoes bombard screen doors, 
Lisa and Bonnie Bread flounder 
While Dino and Jim, the husbands, 
(As freshly caught as the fish,) 
Indelicately discuss reproduction ... 

June weddings and babies due next month 
A history of familial indiscretion, 
Here in clamtown it's conmon, covertly, 
To escape into the meadows for fun 
With only a copper moon for company 
Until trapped by Bass River uprising . 

Ka.Jten Kunen ' 80 
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In November ... 

The earth was still, 
Frozen from the air. 
Like a fudgicle from the fridge, 
It was hard to bite. 
I stomped my foot on the ground, 
Banging and kicking it. 
But the soil was like cement. 
It left no impression of my blows. 
I grew angry. 
Coldness is my enemy-
It is out of my control, 
And it hurts my toes and teeth. 

Pwc.ill.a. Riley ' 7 8 
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THE ANNUAL OCTOBER APPLE AFFAIR 
(For Beth Medvecky) 

Stretching our fingers w i de 

to grasp 

the red and yellow apples being 

dew-loved in the moonlight. 

Meanwhile, dogs announcing our illicit arrival, 

ensure a hasty but pockets-full departure. 

Later, in between crunches, 

remarking on the fruits abundance 

and extremely pleasurable taste. 

Glancing at you, 

The juice moistening our lips 

I wondered 

Who can blaim sister Eve? 

Ann Pe.op.tu '79 



LOVE POEM TO A STRANGER 

I am the word-smith 

and this, I offer. 
Cup the syllables as you would my breast or 
Carry them with you on your stormy flights 

they are yours. 

And give me the windy current that 
gracefully fan s about you 

It Will fill the gaps and sweep the places my words 
cannot go. 

Since we are strangers, and share so much more 
let me become your shelter, 

Your holy wine to sip and swallow 
If only for an evening. 

And I Plan to worship the amber glow of your cigarette 
Allowing myself to completely unfold in the 

unfamiliarity of you. 
It's so nice to be out from under a table, 

or someones thumb, 

To be out in an open space where I can breathe and 
Sleep content, curled up in the knowledge that 
There is no sacriledge in our joining 
And tomorrow my words will ride your wind to f ind 

two strangers. 

Va.lvue. A.6h,ton '79 
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All of my life I had one secret ambition, one 
desire, one dream which if achieved would make me 
the person I always wanted to be. To grow a beard 
I felt would give me a sense of identity. 

This yearning had its roots when I was but a 
young girl (whatever that means) . Every time the 
circus came to town I would visit the bearded lady. 
There she sat, quite peaceful, quite content, with 
her full grown beard resting in her lap; and she 
would smile. Oh, how I wished I was she . To have 
a beard. She was unique and everyone came to gaze, 
for they know she was unique. 

What creative powers could one possess to grow 
such a monstrosity? Think of it! To be half man 
and half woman. I imagine myself as possessing 
the same qualities as she. I, too, had the quali
ties of both sexes. With my thick beard I was sure 
to have the strength of a thousand men. I would be 
a Napoleon or a Haml et or a Peter the Great; and 
yet I'd still possess al l that made woman. 

And so each evening before I went to bed, I 
splashed hair tonic on my face. The advertisement 
guaranteed the growth of hair or your money back. 
And every morning I would rush over to the mirror 
to see what results there were. At first, there 
seemed to be no hope . How could it be that I did 
not have the ability to grow a beard. 

But I continued this exercise until one 
morning I looked in the mirror to find a small 
growth at the bottom of my chin . Was it possible? 
Could it be! I, too, was now a bearded lady, 
one different from the rest . 

All my friends congratulated me. It was 
quite an accomplishment. I was even written up 
in the local newspaper . But no sooner had I time 
to enjoy my success then a telegram came from 
the local circus . It read: "You have been 
chal l enged by the world-renowned bearded lady to a 
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match. Tomorrow at four o'clock, promptly. " 

I sighed, I knew I must accept the challenge. 
Of course my beard was longer, thicker and darker 
than hers . A flicker of compassion touched my 
heart. She would lose the match . 

The following afternoon I was quite anxious 
to get rid of this messy business. Why couldn't 
there be two bearded ladies; surely no one would 
~bject. And yet everyone said I must go through 
lt: "You must be the only one, they said." "All 
this stress is very dangerous to your beard." 

Just as I was about to protest, once more, 
another telegram arrived. This one read: 
"Bearded Lady died late last night after jumping 
off of a water tower . You have officially been 
named her replacement. Congratulations." 

. Al l at once, this business seemed quite 
risky. Was this my fate? Would a greater power 
s~bvert mine? Into the bathroom I marched, and 
with my electric razor shaved it all off. 

Lau/La Padula '78 
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APOLOGY 

To apologize is not to admit error, 

It is an explanation; 

For a change in mood. 

It is a hand reaching out, 

To regain a lost grasp. 

It is the joke after 

a rude interruption 

It i s a sentence, 

after a pause. 

Ru.th Sc.oo.n..ton ' 80 

WINDOW SHOPPING 

sometimes 
I wonder 
if you fall under 
the charge account I have at Sears 
because 
the funds are running just a little low 
and 
romance is more expensive than I thought. 
I wonder 
if you fit in on lay-away 
or 
if I could love you 
on the installment plan. 

J o Van Pe,U ' 79 
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Night was 

descending 

Upon us 

as 

Blue sky 

turned 

To black sat in 

rich 

With diamonds 

glowing 

Brightly overhead 

illuminating 

Bending trees, 

curling 

In sharp curves 

above 

Our heads. 

Pa;tJu,,c.ia. V e.Ma1tc.o ' 8 1 



RENDERED INCOGNITO 

The assignment was a se lf-portrait. Vic had set 
a mirror back aga inst an old wicker chair and a sin
gle lamp to illuminate only portions of the face 
t~at would stay twisted before it for hours. The . 
lighting artistic, she was striving for the same in 
t~e composition. She posed, her head collapsed . 
right for an orthogonal, her neck straight, v~rtical 
and parallel with the left wrist. Her hand limp, 
flopped over in front of her chin, and a cigarette 
burned between the first two fingers. Her shoulders 
fil~ed the lower plane so that the blue and red . 
stripes of the French sailor-shirt stretched to ei
ther end of the board. Vic stared and began to 
draw. An arched hand inviting calfskin, a long 
reaching neck, a sensuous mouth, slightly parted, 
the upper lip perfect, the lower full, an urchin's 
nose, thick Swiss chocolate hair. And star's eyes, 
great eyes, Jenny's eyes. 

. That night Vic dreamt again of Jenny. Of serv-
ing a banquet in the tropics. On an island mi xture 
~f travels and taboos from National Geographic back
issues , and of her father's stories of cliffs and 
huts on Guam. Of hors d'oeuvres, papayas, and kiwis. 
Of exquisite guests ripened tan and drinking Pina 
Coladas or Menehunes. Everything around was vibrant 
and real except herself. She was something amor
Phous, rendered incognito, vague except for the eyes 
that watched, the mouth that called to Jenny, and 
;he_hands that carried and offered the trays. Cut 
tru,t lay in arrangements on large leaves and be-
ween these on the mirrored tray lay crystalline 

stars that were the lines of cocaine. She sensed 
~he was standing still and holding the tray out to 
t~nny. Jenny was near her, spinning, the scarf 
tled round her chest a kaleidoscope, the pants al
bernately clinging and shying from her brown legs 
b~neath .. She stopped and knelt before a man ~n a 
5 .~ck loincloth . He stood with his arms by his 
r1 es, an engraved Medusa-head hung on a chain 
ound his neck. "Jenny, here. 11 Jenny's hands 

-
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traced the contours of the man's body, up his calves, 
thighs, hips, over his hands, arms, shoulders, neck, 
slowly through his hair, onto his cheeks. Ten wet 
lines converged at his mouth, her palms touched in 
prayer . "Jenny, no. 11 Vic dropped the tray. No. 
She lunged forv1ard NO her hands tearing madly wildly 
ripping through Jenny's hair, pulling her back. 

"Five men were taken into custody today in 
Quebec city and charged with the possession of 
heroine and cocaine . Mounties spokesmen sa id the 
cocaine was not ident ifi ed until after the arrests 
were made . 11 

"Will you shut up for Christ sake. 11 

"In Ohio state supreme courts ... " From one end 
of the inert heap on the bed, a periscope hand 
emerged and moved in the direction of the voice, 
" ... editors of Cockpit, charged with the publication 
of pornographic materia l s , will take the stand, 11 

grappled at the innocent l eaves of a jade pl ant, 
"And in Southern California ... " retreated off-target , 
" ... the CIA disclosed ... " tried aga in, " ... that the 
illegal trafficing ... 11 hit the l ever and s il enced 
the news broadcasts. 

"Thank you . 11 The periscope submerged, the 
dream, lewd and pointed floated li ke oil to the 
surface . And waited, content to do just that while 
the heap agonized over the analysi s. 

Lines of cocaine on a mirrored tray where? At 
Jesse's. Poor Jesse who tried to run a mock-commune 
in a Jewish middle-class nei ghborhood on the out
skirts of New Haven. Poor Jesse, it'd worked four 
years ago on the outskirts of West Virginian 
Apal achia, when albino Cira was only a Husky pup, 
not a runaway bitch returning knocked-up. In New 
Haven suburbs things are different. Dogs are kept 
as deterents, kept penned~ l eashed, and usually 
castrated or spayed. And there they l earn to shit 

20 



off curbs and in specified areas ONLY in the Central 
Avenue Park while Simon and Martha hop from one foot 
to the other jingling leashes "come on" in pajamas 
and !he cold waiting for Spot to go. At Jesse's. 
cocaine on a mirrored tray, being photographed with 
lenses borrowed from the medical lab . Rock candy
li~e when magnified. Poor Jesse crystallized Jesse 
thinking a corrmune'd work there and now when a 
commune won't work anywhere for long, even heaven's 
a heirarchy. And where else? At Cliff's. Cocaine 
c~refully shaken out of a folded dollar bill into 
li~es on a hand mirror why? Because there's some
thing sensual about a nasal fix? Vic remembered 
feeling intravenous with the cut straw in one 
nostril, not sensuous. What if her nose were dirty. 
~nd laughing, the cocaine laughing too, laughing 
itself right off the mirror. Of shit, that coke 
wa~ fine and the city was tight right now, but 
~li!f was still changing a record so she'd scrubbed 
in into the carpet with her toes and leaned backed 
~aying nasily how nice it was. Cocaine at Jesse's 
i~ the suburbs, at Cliff's in the city, on Canadian 
airwaves, on trays in the tropics. Trays Vic and 
Jenny offered to finely cut Jamaican men, fired 
mocha by the sun, with flute players' hands and 
enbouchure. And reggae music, singing, give it 
When YO wont it cocain-a, I say give it when yo 
wont_it cocain-na, dig brothah when you wont it 
cocain-na . .. Cocaine would flow to Jenny from 
many. Bitchutiful Jenny. Tall, thin all rhythm, 
Proportion in every manner and every direction. 

_Vic will you braid my hair? The two girls 
working together pulling weeds and onions for fares 
and_horse books . Helpers with streaked and mud
~tained faces in halters with shoulder straps that 
~Pt falling down one after the other. And slap

~ing !lies, infinite flies. Is any of this stored 
~ Swiss-chocolate roots, somewhere in fluted 

~eank ~r forearm? Vic, will you braid ... Sure 
t rrme Just wash my hands. Running crazy-mad to 
he barn she forgot the flies, the sweat, the mud, 

21 



the straps, to the hose to make the hands white or 
almost white again. She squeezed the gunbutt 
handle of the hose till the left shook . And shot 
the right with a spray of water that hurt, shot 
the tips of the fingers to separate dirt from skin 
and nail. Threw down the hose, running, jumped a 
tree shadow, shaking her hands to dry them as she 
ran . The sweaty-black strands in flat des ign on 
Jenny's forehead, Vic lifted gently pulled back 
running hair and fingers together over her ears 
onto her neck . Want me to do it like we do the 
ponies' tails? Either, I just want it off my face. 
Vic's white fingers sectioned the hair from under
neath drew these up to braid on top. Eyes fi xed 
on the thick dark hair like hemp, elbows out bird
like the dirty wings. Got an elasti c? Yup, here. 
It hung in Vic's teeth smelling earthy, until 
she finished, stretched it out, and wrapped the 
braid in careful figure eights. There you go . 
Thanks a lot. Jenny went back to the row of melons 
she was working on. Vic went in the other direc
tion toward the carrots trying to push her hair 
behind her ears, but it was frizzy and matted and 
too short anyway. She squeezed her fingers to
gether and ripped out hair, mosquitoe remains, 
sweat, blood, mud , and tomatoe seeds in one fast 
tear. 

Now the man in the black loincloth held 
Jenny's tray, smiling, staring, and wanting. 
Hissing, laughing, beautiful serpentine before him 
removed the chain from his neck. The Medusa-head 
was a coke spoon. Jenny, the cocaine is for the 
guests and there's only you and I to serve them. 
Ah Vic, cocaine is love, reggae is love, mus ic i s , 
listen to them brothaaa ... But Jenny cocaine is 
love in the wrong medium. So is yours, Vic so is 
yours . She began to spin again, kaleidoscope 
Swiss-chocolate sprays of water pants clinging 
shying clinging taboos star's eyes lips parted 
calfskin hands freed Medusa. Hit on-target blood 
crystals from Vic's eye . 
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The drawing lay rolled up on the floor of the 
~tudio. Vic stood in front of the painting, swish
ing her brushes in the turpentine. One of the guys 
who shared the studio next door came in looking for 
some white. "Hey who's the foxy lady?" 

Vic stared ahead and ground the brushes in some 
kind of rhythm. "Which?" 

"The one you're staring at." 

She went to it and mimi ced the pose. "Who do 
YOU think?" 

"I don't know. The neck and hand are great, 
t~t I think you overworked the hair a little. 

1sten do you have any white I can borrow?" 

"No. S orry. 11 

"How 'b t A d 11 ou my, o you . . . 

"I don't know. Why don't you go down and ask 
her, and wi 11 you close the door when you go?" 

"J h d esus, sorry I asked," he said slarTVTiing t e 
oor. 

So am I, so am I brothaaa. 

Lynn Ra.nda..U '78 
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A SENTIMENTAL POEM HOME 

Yesterday morning 
--It must have been only yesterday-
I remember you telling us 
(All full of mock sternness and love) 
That blueberries to the line in the jar 
Were enough 
For a pie. 
And so we picked 
--Squatting on blue knees-
U~til I grew up 
Like an old dandelion 
And spread out into the wind. 

And then I stood 
One morning 
At that same blueberry time 
In the shower stall 
Beside the philosophy major who asked: 
Was she neurotic? 
Mental disorders arising from a coat that clashes 
With the color of the Fiat. 

S? I bent down on my knees 
Li ke the reverend on his favorite pew 
And remembered back 
To the days before it was important 
To be a philosopher. 
When I chewed gum, the Grape-Breath, and when tea 
And toast in front of the fire 
Were enough. 

Th0.n when I looked down, 
Soap in hand and shower-dew dripping, 
I saw that my knees were still blue. 

CaJtolyn Cooke '80 

-
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A LATTER DAY ODYSSEUS (FOR GEORGE) 

Aborigines abide, he stands apart from them 
Pensive on matters of Middle East crisis: 
the Intellectual. 
Articulate with free-flowing thoughts, 

emotion channeled into polished prose: 
the Phi l osopher . 
A Rocky Mountain climber and a sailor, 

sensuously trafficking with Earth Mother 
She exhilarates him 

she frightens him yet 
he surmounts her captivating forces and 
conmands his ship toward definite 

goals. 
This Odysseus: 

A man of emotion and pragmatism 
A mass of virility 

A forest into which I ventured 
enveloping and enriching 

me. 

Vebb~e Kote.Le.y '79 
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IMPRESSIONS AT THE BREAKWATER 

Nothing is quite as impressionable 
as 
a conscious wave as it nudges gently 

seaweed from the rocks 
carrying it back to sea 

taking it an unmeasurable distance; 

you are taken also 
beyond 
the sharpening of your senses to 
the finding of something 

at once real and unmistakably 
honest. 

it becomes a day 
brilliant with sky and water and words 

You find parts within you 
as the wind has found sand, dunes, and waves 
particularly discoverable, 

and your endeavor becomes 
one 
w~th the two people 
side by side 

on this ledge 

La.uJu.e Ob e1t '7 8 
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WE 

We dwelt in the dust 
at the end of the road 
by McFerney's old store 
where the oranges sold 
will wither tomorrow 
or so folks are told. 

In silence we lingered 
and sat on the step 
all day until darkness 
like prisoners kept 
or guards manning a fortress 
while McFerney, he slept. 

Our lives and its meaning 
were mixed with the dust 
the rocking chair creaking 
that old man's distrust 
or the porch steps themselves 
sparcely marred by the rust. 

We sat there till midnight 
then turned and went home 
each solitary figure 
so shrunken, alone 
and the dust's in our footsteps 
the dust's in our bone. 
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THE SAND CHILDREN 

Hush! Now you will hear them-
The Sand Children, 
playing their games, 
singing their silent songs at dusk, 
Skipping over the rocks, wandering over the waves. 
The Sand Children, how odd! 
They pick up the sea's weeds 
scattered over the shore, 
I've seen them! 
They gather them in piles and sort them-
A pile for long, some for short, 
and others for fat and thin. 
They tie the broken pieces together 
and macrame them--
designs to embellish the sea: 
One strand over another, pull tight, repeat. 
Then with reed needles, they embroider their runes 
into the borders 
with the silver strands of the moon's shine. 
They do! (I hid behind a cold, wet rock one windy 
night and I watched them.) 
And those children speak with melodic voices 
to the sea creatures, 
who have forgotten the grave Poseidon and his call, 
and one by one they begin to sway, 
keeping rhythm with the beats of the broken waves 
on the shore. 
Then they dance, gaily twirling each other, 
remembering laughter, 
forgetting the limits of the night. 
They promenade to and back again, 
yet they do not tire! 
How odd, those Sand Children! 



Look! Lights across the water, 
like specks of sunlit dust 
sailing upon the shore of illumination. 
The lone fisherman, weary from the hostile night, 
returns once more to home. 
The warm fire will warm his chill, 
a warm caress from his lover 
Will comfort his emptiness. 
Those Sand Children quietly guide his 
vessel toward the shores, 
and they plant a faint smile on his tired face. 
Their loving task is finished. 
T~e~ scamper in different directions 
h~d1ng in the grasses, and burrowing into the sand 
like the discovered hermit crabs. 
Snatching up their moon-made macrames, 
I watch, calling a soft 

good-bye. 
How odd, those Sand Chi l dren! 
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